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FREIGHT COST INCLUDEDFREIGHT COST INCLUDED

#5131HTOP3 “THE COOLING FANDANA™” 
Sublimation Multi-Function Tubular Headwear
Simply wet with water and wring to activate. The specialized air pocket construction quickly absorbs and retains water better than 
standard materials, and enhances air flow into the damp cloth, creating a prolonged cooling effect. The moisture wicking properties 
draw moisture away from your skin so you stay dry and comfortable. The Cooling Fandana remains dry to the touch. Simply re-wet and 
wring to reactivate and refresh as necessary. 100% eco-friendly chemical free microfiber polyester construction.

Specify Promo #E4077 (EQP & NQP do not apply, sorry no exceptions). Expires 7/30/2020

Note: Fandanas are not a children’s product and are not for use for ages 12 and under. Hand wash prior to use. Washing will influence imprint longevity. Hand wash Only. Regarding color matching, dye-sublimation printing process uses 
a computer printer to generate a heat transfer to transfer the image onto fabric. Dye-sublimation printing machines use CMYO (Cyan Magenta Yellow Overcoating) colors, which differs from the more recognized CMYK colors in that the 
black is eliminated in favor of a clear overcoating. As a result, PMS inks cannot be matched exactly. They are only a reference point and an approximation. Factory will do it’s best to match but cannot guarantee an exact color match.

Price Includes: up to a Full Color, Full Bleed, Sublimation Imprint (not printed on the inside). Setup Charge: 
60.00 (G). Pre-Production Proofs: 80.00 (G), 10 day lead time. Repeat Setup Charge: 27.50 (G). Email 
Proof Charge: 7.50 (G), add 2 days to production time. Production Time: 12 - 15 Days. Delivered to your 
client’s door after proof approval (anywhere in the country), freight cost included.

250 500 1,000 2,500+  

5.75 5.55 5.45 5.35 (C)


